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Efficient Warranty Management & 
Effective Service Contract Deliverables 

 

 

“That is an important area for us, for customer 

loyalty and customer satisfaction, to stand behind 

our products not just through the warranty period 

but beyond. We want our customers to remain loyal 

to us, so that when they get into their next purchase 

cycle, they've had a good product experience with 

us.”  

- Jim Kahler 

Organizations lose crores of rupees in revenue leakage every year due to warranty 
claims processing issues. 
 

Enabled for your service people, processes, serviceable products 
and customer engagements, ServitiumCRM—a Mobile Enabled 
Customer Service Solution helps you to organize, automate, and 
synchronize your daily service operations. 

Comprehensive Collaboration across Channels 

Adopting innovative practices and new technologies (automation) 
is imperative to increase operational efficiencies and improve 
water management practices. 

 

As a result, third parties can submit valid claims and receive credits, customer service can verify 
coverage and initiate recovery, and field technicians can track asset history and replace in-warranty 
parts. The warranty and asset management functionality in ServitiumCRM really does it all. 

 

What is needed is a closed-loop claims management process which administers, processes, 
and tracks all warranties throughout their lifecycle to increase customer satisfaction, 
increase product quality and reduce service costs. 
 This is precisely what our warranty solution does. Through the automation of warranty claim 
handling and installed base product tracking, ServitiumCRM enables service organizations to 
create, administer, process, and track warranties, claims and products, through their full 
lifecycles.   

 

Why Choose Us? 

 Recover costs for 
service investments 

  Optimize operations 

and improve 

productivity 

 Manage assets and 

inventory  

 Manage onsite field 
operators 

 Easily track warranties, 

part validations and 

replacement cases 

 Consistently increase 
profits 
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Our Key Customers 

                                        

                                    

          

        

               

         

Features 

Modules 

Path Infotech Ltd.  
+91 120 4726 100,  
+91 97118 96699 
servitumcrm@pathinfotech.com 
www.pathinfotech.com 

 

 

      

 

 


